A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE WEYL SPECTRUM ANDRZEJ pokrzywa
ABSTRACT. It is shown that for each closed subset f2 of the semi-Fredholm domain of a bounded linear operator T acting in a complex Hubert space H there exists a subspace of a finite codimension in H such that the compression of T -A to this subspace is a left-or right-invertible operator for all A in f2. From this result we obtain a characterization of the Weyl spectrum of T.
Throughout this paper H denotes an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with a scalar product (-, •), and L(H) denotes the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting in H. For T G L(H), o~(T) denotes the spectrum of T, p(T) the resolvent set, ps-f(T) the semi-Fredholm domain of T, i.e. the set of those complex numbers A such that T -X is a semi-Fredholm operator. We let License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Let T\ be the matrix ((T\f3,ek))^k=1-Then the conditions (2) may be written in the form (3) TA Xy/a(l -a) 1
When z varies over all ker(T -A) the vectors on the right-hand side form a space of dimension at most nul(T -A). Thus when the matrix Ta -(X\Ja(l -a))-1/ is invertible to each z G ker(T-A), there corresponds at most one vector (p\,..., ßn) satisfying (3) or, equivalently, an eigenvector x = T\ Xw=i ßj9<j ~z °f (T -A)(i _p") which depends linearly on z. This then shows that nul(T -A)(i_pa) < nul(T -A). Since for each A the matrix Ta has a finite number of eigenvalues, the set of those a G (0,1) for which nul(T -Xi)(x-Pa) > nul(T -A¿) (for at least one i) is at most countable. We may repeat our argument for the operator (T -A)*. We obtain (4) .
for all a G (0,1) with the possible exception of a countable set. It suffices to prove the lemma in the case nul T < nul T*. Then nul T < oo and we can assume N -kerT. Suppose (1 -Pa)Tx = 0 and x G ran(l -Pa) for some a G (0,1). Then Tx = PaTx = 2?=i 1j9f' ^or some complex numbers 71,..., 7«. Since ranT is orthogonal to kerT*, we have 0 = (Tx, f3) -\fä^3, j = 1,2,..., n.
This implies x G kerT l~l ran(l -Pa). Since (1 -Pa)e3 -ae3 -\Ja(\ -a)f3 we have n n x = ^(x,e3)e3 = ^(x,e3)(ae3 -\/a(l -a)f3).
j=x 3=1
From the linear independence of vectors ex,..., en, /1,...,/n we get x = 0. Thus we have shown nulT(x-Pa) = 0 for all a G (0,1). Since we can find a G (0,1) such that (4) holds, we see that P = 1 -Pa satisfies the thesis. D LEMMA 2. Let G¿ (1 < i < n) be all the connected components of pe.F(T).
Then there exist projections Pi G P(H) such that for all i (1 < i < n) we have:
(ii) minind(T -X)Pi = 0 for ail A G \Jj=1 Gá n prB.F(TPi); (iii) minind(T -X)Pi < minind(T -X)Pi_Jor ail A G pl-F(TPt);
where we have put Pq = I-PROOF. We may construct one by one the desired projections P3 (1 < j < n) as follows. Selecting numbers Xij G Gi np^píTp^J we may find by Lemma 1 a projection P3-G P(H) such that ranF, C ranP¿_i, minind(T -X3j)pj = 0 and minind(T -\i,j)p-< minind(T -Xij)pj_1 (1 < i < n).
These relations and the facts listed below, which hold for any P G P(H), show that the thesis of the lemma is true.
(i) G3 (1 < j < n) are all the connected components of ps-f(Tp).
(ii) The functions nul(T -A)p and nul(T -X)p are constant on each of the sets G3npi_F(Tp). [3, Theorem 2.1] claims that the formula on the right-hand side in Theorem 2 characterizes the Browder spectrum of T. The discovery that [3, Theorem 2.1] is false was in inspiration for this paper. The mistake in [3] was already mentioned in [4] .
